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Acts of the Apostles (Catholic Commentary on
Sacred Scripture) 2014-02-18
what message was the author of acts seeking to convey and what would the original
audience have understood how is god speaking to believers today through acts as it
has been used by the church throughout the centuries in this addition to the catholic
commentary on sacred scripture respected new testament scholar william kurz offers a
close reading and explanation of the entire narrative of acts grounded in the original
greek but keyed to the nabre for liturgical use this volume like each in the series
relates scripture to life is faithfully catholic and is supplemented by features designed
to help readers understand the bible more deeply and use it more effectively

A Pulpit Commentary on Catholic Teaching: The
Creed 1908
this handy volume contains the world renowned commentary that appeared in the
multi volume edition of the navarre bible as well as the complete english text in the
reliable revised standard version catholic edition of each of the first five new
testament books many consider the navarre bible to be the best catholic commentary
available today it brings you practical useful insights from on the gospels and acts
from church documents the writings of the fathers and doctors of the church and
modern spiritual writers particularly st josemaria escriva

The Gospels and Acts of the Apostles in the
Revised Standard Version 2000
his most important work aimed at persons under instruction for the sacraments the
commentary offers a guide to elucidating and justifying the creed it offers a glimpse of
popular christian propaganda at the beginning of the fifth century

A Commentary on the Apostles' Creed 1954
we have the most incontrovertible evidence both extrinsic and intrinsic in proof of the
universally received opinion that the writer of this treatise on the acts c was st luke the
evangelist who wrote the third gospel hence it seems to me a useless waste of time at
this stage to dwell on the proofs of this universally admitted fact which hardly anyone
denies the holy council of trent in its decree on the inspired scriptures ss iv speaking of
the acts as one of the inspired books says actus apostolorum a luca evangelista
conscripti aeterna press

An Exposition of the Acts of the Apostles 2010-04
no description available

Commentary on Saint John the Apostle and
Evangelist, Homilies 1–47 (The Fathers of the
Church, Volume 33) 2017-05-28
s luke who had published his gospel wrote also a second volume which from the first
ages hath been called the acts of the apostles not that we can look upon this work as a
history of what was done by all the apostles who were dispersed in different nations
but we have here a short view of the first establishment of the christian church a small
part of s peter s preaching and actions set down in the first twelve chapters and a



more particular account of s paul s apostolical labours in the following chapters for
about thirty years till the year 63 and the 4th year of nero where these acts end wi this
catholic commentary on the new testament following the douay rheims bible text was
originally compiled by catholic priest and biblical scholar rev george leo haydock 1774
1849 this transcription is based on haydock s notes as they appear in the 1859 edition
of haydock s catholic family bible and commentary printed by edward dunigan and
brother new york new york

Douay Rheims Catholic Bible 1977
written by st luke acts of the apostles is often referred to as the gospel of the holy
spirit in our new title the gospel of the holy spirit meditations and commentary on the
acts of the apostles fr alfred mcbride guides the reader through this great book of the
new testament verse by verse illuminating its great meaning for catholics of all times
while the old testament was god the father speaking to his people and the new
testament was god the son speaking to his people mcbride shows how acts is the
revelation of god the holy spirit the gospel of the holy spirit mediation and
commentary on the acts of the apostles is a scholarly yet immensely accessible study
of the acts of the apostles it highlights the deep theological and spiritual meaning of
acts and shows the vibrant life of the early church and its leaders on fire with love for
christ and it shows that the holy spirit was and is an active caretaker of christ s church
and its people

Women Priests 2005
revised standard version catholic edition with introduction and notes by theology staff
of the university of navarre accompanied by new vulgate text

The Gospel of the Holy Spirit 2007
for anyone interested in the origins of christianity joseph a fitzmyer s the acts of the
apostles is indispensable beginning with the ascension of christ into heaven and
ending with paul proclaiming the kingdom of god from a prison in rome this new
testament narrative picks up where the gospel of luke left off the acts of the apostles
is indeed a journey of nearly epic proportions and one that requires a guide as adept
as fitzmyer since acts was most likely written by the same person who composed the
gospel of luke it is only fitting that the anchor bible commentaries on these new
testament books should be written by the same author with the acts of the apostles
fitzmyer gives readers the long awaited companion to his two volume commentary on
the gospel of luke the four gospels recount the life and teachings of jesus but only the
book of the acts of the apostles tells the story of what happened after jesus departure
in this second of st luke s two volume work he picks up with jesus saying farewell to
his followers then luke tells the fast paced story of the birth and growth of the early
church this narrative reads like a major breaking news story with the apostles peter
and paul as the main characters the interpretation of acts requires a scholar of the
highest quality as he demonstrates in the acts of the apostles joseph fitzmyer not only
is up to the task but establishes once again why he is ranked among the world s top
biblical scholars far from being a rehash of old ideas and well rehearsed theories
fitzmyer s commentary distinguishes itself as the capstone of his career with a new
synthesis of all the relevant data from the roman world to the present he provides a
thorough introduction to the background text and context of the book as well as
chapter by chapter notes and comments in which are offered insights and answers to
questions that have long plagued preachers and parishioners teachers and students
this commentary is destined to join fitzmyer s anchor bible commentaries on the
gospel according to luke and the epistle to the romans as the most authoritative
commentary available on acts



Acts of the Apostles 2008-11-01
there is an increasing hunger among catholics to study the bible in depth and in a way
that integrates scripture with catholic doctrine worship and daily life in october 2008 a
meeting of the world synod of bishops scheduled by pope benedict xvi will focus on
the word of god in the life and mission of the church coinciding with that meeting is
the launch of the catholic commentary on sacred scripture ccss a series that responds
to the desire of catholics to access the living word of god the gospel of mark is the first
of seventeen volumes which will cover the entire new testament written by trusted
catholic biblical scholars these commentaries interpret scripture in the light of catholic
tradition accessibly written yet substantive the ccss fills a gap in the available
literature by offering commentaries that cover more than brief study guides but are
less daunting than scholarly commentaries

The Acts of the Apostles 2014-02-18
what message was the author of acts seeking to convey and what would the original
audience have understood how is god speaking to believers today through acts as it
has been used by the church throughout the centuries in this addition to the catholic
commentary on sacred scripture respected new testament scholar william kurz offers a
close reading and explanation of the entire narrative of acts grounded in the original
greek but keyed to the nabre for liturgical use this volume like each in the series
relates scripture to life is faithfully catholic and is supplemented by features designed
to help readers understand the bible more deeply and use it more effectively

The Gospel of Mark (Catholic Commentary on
Sacred Scripture) 1983
collegeville bible commentary new testament volume 5 the acts of the apostles

Acts of the Apostles 2008-09-01
noted washington d c pastor and teacher msgr peter j vaghi offers a simple
introduction to catholicism blending sound catholic teaching with scripture the wisdom
of the saints literature and personal anecdotes to offer a synopsis of the faith suitable
for lifelong catholics and inquirers alike vaghi deftly explains how this oldest of the
church s creeds is not only a summary of catholic beliefs but an invitation to entrust
oneself to god twelve chapters corresponding to the twelve articles of the creed offer a
fast paced tour of the catholic faith with particular attention to sometimes neglected
aspects distinctive to catholicism questions for reflection and prayers are included for
group and or devotional use the inaugural book in the pillars of faith series the faith we
profess a catholic guide to the apostles creed is an ideal resource for rcia groups adult
faith formation and catholics of all ages wanting to reflect and pray on the meaning of
their faith and to deepen their commitment to christ and the church

The Acts of the Apostles 1969
in this addition to the catholic commentary on sacred scripture ccss a seasoned
scholar interprets first corinthians for pastoral ministers and lay readers alike the ccss
series which will cover the entire new testament relates scripture to life is faithfully
catholic and is supplemented by features designed to help readers understand the
bible more deeply and use it more effectively in teaching preaching evangelization and
other forms of ministry praise for the ccss a landmark achievement in theological
interpretation of scripture in and for the church highly recommended for all michael j
gorman st mary s seminary and university baltimore



The Faith We Profess 1992
this catholic commentary interprets ephesians for pastoral ministers and lay readers
alike

A New Catholic Commentary on Holy Scripture
1871
written by st luke acts of the apostles is often referred to as the gospel of the holy
spirit in our new title the gospel of the holy spirit meditations and commentary on the
acts of the apostles fr alfred mcbride guides the reader through this great book of the
new testament verse by verse illuminating its great meaning for catholics of all times
while the old testament was god the father speaking to his people and the new
testament was god the son speaking to his people mcbride shows how acts is the
revelation of god the holy spirit the gospel of the holy spirit mediation and
commentary on the acts of the apostles is a scholarly yet immensley accessible study
of the acts of the apostles it highlights the deep theological and spiritual meaning of
acts and shows the vibrant life of the early church and its leaders on fire with love for
christ and it shows that the holy spirit was and is an active caretaker of christ s church
and its people

The Gospel of the Holy Spirit 2011-09-01
this engaging commentary on the gospel of matthew is the fifth of seventeen volumes
in the catholic commentary on sacred scripture ccss which will cover the entire new
testament this volume like each in the series relates scripture to life is faithfully
catholic and is supplemented by features designed to help readers understand the
bible more deeply and use it more effectively praise for the ccss these commentaries
are both exegetically sound and spiritually nourishing they are indispensable tools for
preaching catechesis evangelization and other forms of pastoral ministry thomas g
weinandy ofm cap united states conference of catholic bishops

A Commentary by Writers of the first five centuries
on the place of St. Peter in the New Testament;
and that of St. Peter's successors in the Church
2009-12
presented here in paperback for the first time is john peter lange s
theologischhomiletisches bibelwerk intended to help preachers prepare sermons the
commentary series is essentially biblical and evangelical catholic this 19th century
commentary has served as a standard reference for more than a century many early
reviewers regarded schaff s edition with his additional material as superior to the
original it has proven to be a complete and useful commentary and continues to prove
especially valuable to ministers it contains critical annotations of the text and its
translation and a threefold commentary exegetical doctrinal and homiletical under
these three heads the text is viewed from every aspect

First Corinthians (Catholic Commentary on Sacred
Scripture) 1975
the book of acts was recognized as canonical throughout most of the catholic christian
world by the early third century its canonization was due largely to its linking of the old
testament with the ministries of jesus the jerusalem apostles paul and the bishops of



ephesus in this way it functioned as a unifier of the developing biblical canon and
provided justification for episcopal hermeneutical authority chapters in the canonical
function of acts are the patristic use of acts late second early third centuries the
patristic use of acts fourth century the patristic use of acts the works of bede as
synthesis and development a comparative analysis of the apocryphal acts acts and
contemporary issues and references to the holy spirit in acts

Ephesians 2010-12-01
the commentary on the gospel according to st matthew is a translation of saint thomas
aquinas lectures on the gospel of saint matthew given in paris in approximately the
year 1270 this is the first ever translation into english of this major work of the angelic
doctor it will be a useful commentary for catholics and non catholics but especially as
an aid for preaching sermons numerous explanations and cross references to other
works of st thomas are given in the text st thomas is a master of scripture and the
church fathers which are continuously interwoven in this simple but profoundly
enlightening text

The Gospel of the Holy Spirit 2007-05-01
for anyone interested in the origins of christianity joseph a fitzmyer s the acts of the
apostles is indispensable beginning with the ascension of christ into heaven and
ending with paul proclaiming the kingdom of god from a prison in rome this new
testament narrative picks up where the gospel of luke left off the acts of the apostles
is indeed a journey of nearly epic proportions and one that requires a guide as adept
as fitzmyer since acts was most likely written by the same person who composed the
gospel of luke it is only fitting that the anchor bible commentaries on these new
testament books should be written by the same author with the acts of the apostles
fitzmyer gives readers the long awaited companion to his two volume commentary on
the gospel of luke the four gospels recount the life and teachings of jesus but only the
book of the acts of the apostles tells the story of what happened after jesus departure
in this second of st luke s two volume work he picks up with jesus saying farewell to
his followers then luke tells the fast paced story of the birth and growth of the early
church this narrative reads like a major breaking news story with the apostles peter
and paul as the main characters the interpretation of acts requires a scholar of the
highest quality as he demonstrates in the acts of the apostles joseph fitzmyer not only
is up to the task but establishes once again why he is ranked among the world s top
biblical scholars far from being a rehash of old ideas and well rehearsed theories
fitzmyer s commentary distinguishes itself as the capstone of his career with a new
synthesis of all the relevant data from the roman world to the present he provides a
thorough introduction to the background text and context of the book as well as
chapter by chapter notes and comments in which are offered insights and answers to
questions that have long plagued preachers and parishioners teachers and students
this commentary is destined to join fitzmyer s anchor bible commentaries on the
gospel according to luke and the epistle to the romans as the most authoritative
commentary available on acts

The Gospel of Matthew (Catholic Commentary on
Sacred Scripture) 2002
excerpt from a commentary on the apostles creed the following translation is intended
to be used with the edition of the text which has been prepared by the present writer
rufinus is nearly always easy to understand but sometimes hard to translate the aim of
this translation has been to give as literal a rendering as is consistent with readable
english for notes and explanations the edition of the text should be consulted about
the publisher forgotten books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic



books find more at forgottenbooks com this book is a reproduction of an important
historical work forgotten books uses state of the art technology to digitally reconstruct
the work preserving the original format whilst repairing imperfections present in the
aged copy in rare cases an imperfection in the original such as a blemish or missing
page may be replicated in our edition we do however repair the vast majority of
imperfections successfully any imperfections that remain are intentionally left to
preserve the state of such historical works

The Acts of the Apostles 2011-12-31
in this addition to the catholic commentary on sacred scripture ccss daniel keating
interprets first and second peter and jude for pastoral ministers and lay readers alike
the seventeen volume ccss series which will cover the entire new testament relates
scripture to life is faithfully catholic and is supplemented by features designed to help
readers understand the bible more deeply and use it more effectively praise for the
ccss these commentaries are both exegetically sound and spiritually nourishing they
are indispensable tools for preaching catechesis evangelization and other forms of
pastoral ministry thomas g weinandy ofm cap united states conference of catholic
bishops

The Canonical Function of Acts 1957
initiated by international scholars as a catholic and ecumenical academic and pastoral
enterprise the international bible commentary brings together many voices catholic
and ecumenical speaking from different cultural perspectives to god s word 1

Commentary on the Gospel of St. Matthew 2021
this twelve volume series in its standard edition consists of the revised standard
version catholic edition the new vulgate latin and commentaries and introductions by
the editors the commentaries provide explanations of the doctrinal and practical
meaning of the scriptural text drawing on a rich variety of sources church documents
the exegesis of fathers and doctors and the works of prominent spiritual writers
particularly blessed j escriva who initiated the navarre bible project

Commentary on Saint John the Apostle and
Evangelist 2015-07-19
no description available

The Acts of the Apostles 2011-11-01
dave armstrong here explains 95 key bible passages that confound all who would use
scripture to criticize the church

A Commentary on the Apostles' Creed (Classic
Reprint) 1998

First and Second Peter, Jude (Catholic Commentary
on Sacred Scripture) 1887



The International Bible Commentary 1969

The Great Commentary of Cornelius À Lapide 1959

Commentary on saint John the Apostle and
Evangelist. Homilies 1 - 47 1987

The Teaching of the Catholic Church 2010-08

The Navarre Bible 1878

Commentary on the Gospel of John, Chapters 6-12
2010

The history and doctrines of Irvingism 1878

Commentary on the Gospel of John: Chapters 13-21
2004

The History and Doctrines of Irvingism 1876

The Catholic Verses

The Great Commentary ...
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